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Book Talk Impact

St Bridget’s Catholic Primary School - Warrington

School type:  Voluntary aided   Age range of pupils: 4-11
Number of pupils on roll: 192    Book Talk implemented: September 2018

The school has been particularly successful in teaching children to 
read by the end of  key stage 2.

OFSTED report October 2019.

“ “
Reading SAT Results

2018 2019

Percentage of pupils achieving expected standard 64% 83%
Percentage achieving high level of attainment  8% 31%

Reading Progress Scores

2018 2019

-3.2 1.6

Well below average Average

School England - mainstream 
primary schools

Total number  of pupils on roll 
(all ages)

201 4727089

Pupils with SEN support 22.9% 12.6%

Pupils whose first language  is 
not English

21.9% 21.2%

Pupils eligible for free school 
meals at any  time during the 
past 6 years

42.3% 23%
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Guidance report 
Improving Literacy in Key Stage One

• Inference   • Questioning    • Summarising

• Clarifying    • Prediction

Recommendation 2 - Extensive
Use a balanced and engaging approach to develop reading 
which integrates both decoding and comprehension skills.

Recommendation 4 - Extensive
Teach pupils to use strategies for developing and 

monitoring their reading comprehension

Education 
Endowment
Foundation

Education Endowment Foundation (2016) Improving Literacy 
in Key Stage One, London: Education Endowment Foundation

Reading

Decoding Comprehension

Vocabulary knowledge
(Semantics)

Understanding of how 
context influences 

meaning (pragmatics)

Knowledge of the 
form of the language

(Morphology and syntax)
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The following strategies should be modelled and practised
to ensure they become embedded and fluent:

• Prediction • Questioning

• Clarifying • Summarising • Inference

• Activating prior knowledge

Developing each of the strategies requires explicit instruction and extensive 
practice. Evidence-based collaborative activities and approaches, such as 

reciprocal teaching, which structure interaction with peers, are likely to 
be beneficial:

 
  1.  An explicit description of the strategy and when and how it  

should be used

 2.   Modelling of the strategy in action by teachers and/or pupils
 3. Collaborative use of the strategy in action
 4.  Guided practice using the strategy with gradual release  

of responsibility; and
 5. Independent use of the strategy.

Recommendation 2 - Very Extensive
Teach reading comprehension strategies through 

modelling and supported practice.

Education Endowment Foundation (2017) Improving Literacy 
in Key Stage Two, London: Education Endowment Foundation

Education 
Endowment
Foundation

Guidance report 
Improving Literacy in Key Stage Two
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Timetable Challenge

Daily English Lesson
Focus: Writing

Daily Reading Teaching
Book Talk

Daily Phonics Teaching

Daily Reading
Class Reader

Weekly Spelling Session

30
1

20

45

m
ins

m
ins

m
ins

m
ins

hour
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The Three Zones Of Reading

Comprehension AnalysisVocabulary

Understanding
Meaning

Competencies
Interpretation

Ideas
Thoughts
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Three Reasons
To Read 

Organising 
the Groups

:

:
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Reading Thinking Kit KS1

A resource that provides sentence starters and key words that support 
teachers in planning their three reasons to read. Can also be used by 

pupils to support their thinking. 

Each pack contains 27 laminated A5 cards

9 x ANALYTICS cards + 9 x STYLISTIC cards  + 9 x FANTASIC cards
£29.99
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Reading Thinking Kit KS2

A resource that provides sentence starters and key words that support 
teachers in planning their three reasons to read. Can also be used by 

pupils to support their thinking. 

Each pack contains 27 laminated A5 cards  
9 x ANALYTICS cards + 9 x STYLISTIC cards  + 9 x FANTASIC cards

£29.99
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Pupils Roles during Book Talk

173  CHAPTER NINE:  HOW DO YOU GO BEYOND BOOK TALK? HOOKED ON BOOKS 174

• Uses a dictionary to check 
  the meanings of unfamiliar 
  vocabulary.

Lexicographer

• Shares the 
  group’s findings 
  with the rest 
  of the class.

Reporter
• Records the 
  group’s findings.

Recorder

• Keeps the group on task.

• Makes sure that all 
  group members are
  able to participate.

Facilitator
• Collects any equipment
  needed by the group.

• Returns all equipment 
  when session is 
  completed.

Gopher

• Makes sure all of the group reads 
  during a session.

• Chooses who will start reading 
  when reading as a group.

• Decides partners for paired reading.

Book Talk Leader

Pupil Roles During Book TalkPupil Roles During Book Talk
BASIC LEVEL

 ► Keeps the group on task and reading 
with expression.

 ► Makes sure participation is high from all 
group members.

ADVANCED LEVEL 

 ► Supports team members in grouping 
smaller ideas to make clearer, big ideas.

 ► Ensures all members understand 
concepts being discussed and extracts 
further ideas to substantiate points.

 ► Evaluates contributions and provides 
encouragement and advice to 
team members on how they might 
strengthen them.

Lexicographer

The lexicographer is an avid listener – alert 
to words that might have been read but not 
understood. It is his/her responsibility to 
check everyone is reading for meaning and 
that there are no gaps in understanding. 
Part of this role is to ‘look up’ unfamiliar 
words to establish clear definitions. Once a 
meaning is established, the lexicographer 
supports pupils with applying it in context. 
The sentence is re-read for clarity.

BASIC LEVEL

 ► Uses a dictionary to check meanings of 
unfamiliar words.

ADVANCED LEVEL

 ► Signals to the group when a difficult 

A lexicographer is a useful asset 
to a ‘Book Talk’ group as they can 
use a dictionary to shed light on 
difficult words. 

Hooked on Books - book file.indb   173-174 20/07/2017   15:40
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Group name
Pupil initials
Fantastic

F I can reflect on how a character's feelings have changed from start to end of a 
story.

A I can read dialogue accurately.

N I can find evidence of how a writer appeals to our sense of sight, e.g. eye-
catching shapes.

T I can explore the interactivity of an e-book and the impact of certain touch 
screen manoeuvres.

A1 I can identify key action and pair it with particular characters.

S I can locate specific references to smells in a story.

T1 I can locate moments in a story where food creates problems or tension.

I I can comment on a character's inner thoughts at different points in a 
narrative.

C I can express opinions about the sounds in a story and those left out.

Stylistic

S I can discuss typical settings in stories.

T I can describe how a front cover appeals to a reader.

Y I can use family and friend vocabulary (father, daughter, step-sister, best 
friend) to explain relationships in stories.

L I can read whole books independently.

I I can use alphabetical order to retrieve information from a text.

S1 I can judge if a problem was predictable or unexpected.

T1 I can locate specific information that supports my ideas about a theme.

I1 I can consider the parts of a text that were more/less effective than others.

C I can give reasons for what might happen because of a character's actions.

Analytics

A I can discuss effective strategies used by the author to attract my attention.

N I can understand layout features in non-fiction texts, e.g. subheadings, labels.

A1 I can accurately read words of two or more syllables that contain learnt 
graphemes.

L I can recognise ways in which authors emphasise language, e.g.
CAPITALISATION, bold print.

Y I can make choices about what I read, based on prior knowledge and 
experience.

T I can generate questions before reading and use bibliographic knowledge to 
retrieve specific information.

I I can use my understanding of characters, situations and settings to make 
predictions.

C I can explain the message in a book using information to support my reasons.

S I can predict what will happen based on what has been read so far.

Expected Standard at Year 2 -Progressing Towards

    

Expected Standard 
Year 2 - Progressing Towards
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Novice Reader

Name...................................................

Book Talk Assessment / Year 2 / Novice Reader © Jane Considine 2017

The novice reader:

  is developing a strong understanding 
of alternative sounds for graphemes, 
e.g. /r/sound spelt wr in write and 
wrap; /l/sound spelt le in table and 
bottle.   

  can read words ending in common 
suffixes: _ment, _ness, _ful, _less, _ly. 

  is familiar with common exception 
words, such as beautiful, child, grass 
and people (see the Year 2 Vocabulary 
Vest in The Writing Laundry).

  can discuss cause and effect in both 
narrative and non-fiction, e.g. what 
prompted a character’s actions; why 
an event is commemorated annually.

  can make detailed inferences on the 
basis of what has been read so far, 
reflecting on a character’s dialogue 
and actions to date. 

A Year 2 Reader can skilfully blend an increasing range of digraphs and trigraphs. When 
reading age-appropriate books, 90 words per minute is achievable. Polysyllabic words 
are read with growing ease and unfamiliar words are tackled without hesitation.

At this stage Improved fluency promotes 
deeper understanding of reading matter  
and an increasingly wide vocabulary.  
This includes synonyms that reflect 
nuances in meaning.  

The novice reader can identify recurring 
language and discuss its impact on the 
reader.

A class pack of 30 A4 Performance Of Reading target cards. 
These individual records are pupil and parent friendly. Each card shows 

Progressing Towards, On Track and Way Ahead statements. 

• Available for all year groups EYFS - Year 6
30 x A4 double sided cards

£12.99 per class pack

Performance of Reading
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Further Training

Contact details:

Phone: 01536 410078

Email: info@thetrainingspace.co.uk

Twitter: @janeconsidine

Facebook: The Training Space

Fantastic FoundationsThe Write Stuff

How to enhance your Literacy 
provision for EYFS. Training suitable 
for Nursery, Reception and Year 1 
teachers.

This one day course will provide a 
clear overview of Jane Considine’s 
systems and will sharpen the 
teaching of writing in classrooms 
across the primary phase. 

All available to book through our website: www.thetrainingspace.co.uk



£19.99

• Inject passion into your primary school’s reading culture 
• Bursting with hints, tips and winning ideas from successful schools
• Big and small strategies for instant impact
• A must-have handbook for every teacher
• Practical, accessible and transformational 
• Everything a teacher needs – knowledge, structures and clear ways forward.

LYNN NEWBERY
 CURRICULUM LEAD (LITERACY) & 

SPECIALIST LEADER OF EDUCATION (SLE)

“It’s wonderful to see our pupils 
‘hooked on books’ and confidently 

using the Reading Rainbow to master 
the more challenging aspects of 

reading comprehension. Literacy skills 
have improved exponentially as a 

result of this vibrant reading culture.”

DARREN SMITH
HEADTEACHER OF HEADLANDS PRIMARY 

NORTHAMPTON

“Book Talk is the jewel in 
the crown of our whole-

school reading strategy. It 
supports and challenges the 
children’s understanding and 

comprehension of text, enabling 
them to become inspired, 
confident and enthusiastic 

readers.”

MARK RICHARDS
HEADTEACHER OF ST JOHN’S C OF E 

PRIMARY SCHOOL, DORKING. 

“Our school has fully embedded The 
Write Stuff and Book Talk into daily 
practice from Reception to Year 6. 

We are proud to be in the top 5%of 
all schools nationally for progress in 
Reading, Writing and Maths for the 

third year running.”

£19.99


